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from cover to cover. Some essays, such as van den Toorn’s metric and Horlacher’s 
structural analyses of the score, as well as Carr’s and Braginskaya’s sketch studies, 
may only be of interest to a hardened music theorist. The majority of the papers, how-
ever, address a broader audience. For instance, Annegret Fauser’s commentary on 
the Parisian aesthetic concerns addressed by The Rite, and Olga Manulkina’s account 
of Leonard Bernstein’s triumphant re-introduction of the piece to its composer’s 
homeland during his 1959 Soviet tour, should prove of interest to anyone interested 
in Russia’s cultural history or the history of twentieth-century art. And of course, 
Davis’s sparkling exposé of the Rite of Spring-inspired Parisian fashions is sure to be 
a crowd pleaser!

Equally a must-read for everyone is the volume’s final essay, penned, almost 
inevitably, by musicologist Richard Taruskin, author of Stravinsky and the Russian 
Traditions: A Biography of Works through Mavra (1996), the recent winner of the Kyoto 
Prize, and arguably the leading Stravinsky scholar in the world today. With his inimi-
table flair, Taruskin revisits the early performance history of Stravinsky’s Rite in order 
to remind us that it is not—or not just—an immovable monument of modernist art, to 
be approached in gratitude and awe, but a living, breathing cultural phenomenon 
that stumbles, alters, morphs, and speaks in a different voice to each new generation 
of performers and listeners, who in turn derive from it a multitude of meanings. This 
very changeability, he argues, is the reason the work is still valuable to us today; the 
reason scholars and music lovers around the world were compelled to celebrate a cen-
tenary, not of a composer, but of a single piece of music: “It is precisely because The 
Rite has changed enormously, both in sound and in significance, over the century of 
its existence that we can celebrate it today with such enthusiasm” (441).

The Rite of Spring at 100 is a dense volume. It is not, however, an encyclopedia of 
The Rite—a compendium of every bit of knowledge ever unearthed about Stravinsky’s 
masterpiece. Rather, this collection would work best as a reference source, from 
which each reader may pick and choose subjects, methodologies, and writing styles 
that best suit his or her tastes, interests, and disciplinary background. As such, it will 
prove a valuable resource to scholars and teachers in a variety of humanistic fields 
that intersect in the phenomenon of The Rite—and hopefully, continue to inspire 
interdisciplinary conversations that would keep the piece vital and relevant for its 
next century.

Olga Haldey
University of Maryland
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Irina Reyfman’s How Russia Learned to Write investigates the intersection between 
imperial Russian writers’ service, their place on the Table of Ranks, and their writing 
from the mid-eighteenth until the end of the nineteenth centuries. In consideration 
of this poetry and prose, Reyfman focuses on writing as a vocation, its interplay with 
imperial service, and on writers’ presentation of service in their literary works. As 
stated in the introduction, the examination of these complex relationships is new: 
Reyfman argues quite conclusively that these relationships reflect “enduring ques-
tions of identity, ethics, and individual and collective responsibility that were live 
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issues for Russian writers during the period of discussion became woven into the 
fabric” of the literature we read today (19).

Reyfman begins her study with Aleksandr Sumarokov, noting that, “it is logi-
cal to begin the discussion of eighteenth-century modes of writerly behavior with 
Sumarokov, the first writer of noble origin in the modern Russian literary tradition 
who considered writing his most important occupation” (23). Indeed, Reyfman 
argues, Sumarokov saw writing as part of his service, even the most important 
part (28). This relationship set Sumarokov apart from the writers who followed 
him, including Nikolai L’vov, Ippolit Bogdanovich, Gavriil Derzhavin, and Nikolai 
Karamzin; however, all the eighteenth-century writers Reyfman includes in her 
study defined their authorial personae in accordance with or against the Russian 
State and their own service. Russia’s eighteenth-century writers displayed a “diverse 
pattern of conduct” for authors after them to follow or to reject in their own lives and 
fiction (43).

Chapter 2 considers “Pushkin as Bureaucrat, Courtier, and Writer,” and his con-
tradictory and often angry relationship with his own service, his unimpressive ascent 
on the Table of Ranks, and how this ambivalence made its way into his literary works. 
Reyfman contends that Pushkin’s “anxieties over rank and social status” are present 
in much of his fictional prose, sometimes making up the “core of the narrative,” and 
she reinterprets Pushkin’s prose from this perspective (73). We see that Pushkin’s low-
ranking heroes are “declared better narrators than high-ranking officials,” and that 
“Pushkin’s narrators. . . are one step away from Gogol’s pathetic characters Aksenty 
Poprishchin and Akaky Bashmachkin. . .” (78–79). This reading links Pushkin’s prose 
to Gogol ’́s, in which the latter replaces Pushkin’s anxieties about service and rank 
with humor, absurdity, and invention.

Gogol ’́s oeuvre, “overpopulated with all kinds of bureaucrats,” serves as the sub-
ject of Chapter 3, a delightful account of Gogol ’́s portrayal of civil servants and the 
Table of Ranks (86). Reyfman explains that in his fiction, “Gogol shamelessly replaces 
the hierarchy of ranks created by Peter the Great with his own. It seems to be just as 
orderly as Peter’s, but it is not” (86). Gogol ’́s creativity in regard to his presentation 
of the Table of Ranks and civil service had long-lasting effects on Russian literature, 
as seen in How Russia Learned to Write’s fifth and final chapter on Fedor Dostoevskii 
(Chapter 4 being devoted to “Poets in the Military”: Denis Davydov, Aleksandr 
Polezhaev, and Mikhail Lermontov). It is with Dostoevskii, Reyfman argues, that the 
treatment of service and the Table of Ranks is at its most sophisticated and signifi-
cant. “Dostoevsky believes,” Reyfman writes, “neither in the honor code entirely reg-
ulating a person’s behavior nor in reducing him to his rank. Personality and morality 
trump conventions and institutions” (172).

Reyfman concludes How Russia Learns to Write with a brief discussion of the 
system of ranks as a theme in the final years of the nineteenth century and claims 
that this theme was important last in the works of Afanasy Fet, whose adolescent 
loss of noble status and “two failures to gain nobility on his own contributed to this 
obsession” (187). The conclusion is followed by an Appendix (a simplified Table of 
Ranks over time) and excellent, detailed notes to the monograph. Reyfman’s prose is 
clear and readable throughout, and How Russia Learned to Write adds an intriguing 
new reading on canonical texts of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It is 
one of those rare books you never knew you needed, but answers questions you have 
always had.

Kelly Herold
Grinnell College
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